Clover
Pressing Guide:
For perfection pressing

Check out Clover’s extensive offering of
pressing tools!
www.clover-usa.com

IRON FINGER

ART NO. 7802

Multi-purpose, heat resistant
pressing tool to use in place
of your finger at the iron.
Spatula end for finger
pressing, point turning and
gripping fabric to hold in
place. While pressing tiny areas
Use handle as a seam roll to
press seams open in hard to
reach places such as seams
and straps without leaving an
imprint of seam on right side
of fabric. Press with or without an iron. Soft grip for secure and easy handling.
Left/right handed.

POINT 2 POINT TURNER
Turn every point perfectly. Features two
turner tips, hera marker, finger presser
and two curved edges to push out along
curved or long seams. Ideal for point
turning, detail work, pressing seams or
marking fabric. Left/right handed.

ART NO. 7803

HOT HEMMER

ART NO. 7806

HOT RULER
ART NO. 7811

ROLL & PRESS
ART NO. 7812

Measure, mark, and press
hems and more in one step
Great for purse handles,
binding, hems, rounded
corners, interior and miter
corners. Heat resistant,
thin, accurate ruler can be
pressed with dry/steam iron
features non-slip surface to
hold fabric for precise

Measure, mark and press
hems and more in one step.
Great for deep hems, long
hems and to miter corners.
Heat resistant, thin, accurate
ruler can be pressed with
dry/steam iron, features
non-slip surface to hold fabric
for precise results. No more burnt
fingers!

Roll to press seam or fold. The
Roll & Press will not pull, stretch
or distort fabric and is great when
pressing bias. The wheel is tapered
to focus pressure on seam and it
prevents seam impres sion on the
right side of the project.
Features a comfortable, and
ergonomic handle. Great to use

next to your machines for a
quick press before sewing.

-

Clover Needlecraft’s pressing tools are an innovative collection of
updated pressing notions. The collection includes hand tools, pressing
surfaces, and specialty items. These tools are a perfect starter kit to give your
your pressing station an update.
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